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You are about to join the many tens of 
thousands of happy families in the UK that 
have invested in a hot tub for their home 
in recent years.

Whether just for family fun and 
entertainment or general health and 
relaxation, a hot tub has become the 
at home escape from the pressures of 
everyday life and a place to bring family 
and friends together to unwind.

Not only are modern hot tubs incredibly 
fun, but there has been lots of research 
into the endless health benefits 
associated with bathing in the warm 
relaxing waters. From helping to relieve 
stress induced tension and improving the 
quality of sleep, to recovering from aches 
and pains and even reducing blood sugar 
levels.

Whatever your reasons for deciding on 
the purchase of a hot tub, this may well 
be the first time you’ve gone out and 
shopped for one. Hopefully this Hot Tub 
Buyers Guide will help guide you through 
the process and make choosing the right 
model as simple as possible.

Whilst we have carefully selected our own 
range of Hot Tubs, this guide will help you 
to research in any hot tub showroom in 
the country and identify the perfect spa 
for you, no matter where you choose to 
purchase from.

Enjoy our guide and please don’t hesitate 
to to call us on 01164 645 870 and chat to 
a member of our team with any questions. 
No matter how simple or complicated you 
think they may be, we are here to help!

Also, please feel free to call in to see us, 
we would be more than happy to guide 
you through a vast display range of award 
winning products, or visit our website  
www.myspashop.co.uk.

We look forward to meeting you very 
soon.

Kind regards,

Andy Wroot – Managing Director 
MySpa UK

Congratulations!
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FINDING THE BEST 
HOT TUB FOR YOU

With so many different brands to choose from, finding the right 
hot tub to suit your needs can be quite challenging. Before 
delving into the differences between makes and models there 
are some important questions to consider which will help you 
make the right choice for your home, lifestyle and budget.

There are many reasons people decide to invest in a hot tub 
but understanding yours is an important step towards making 
the right choice. 

Is it purely for relaxation and family time or are you seeking 
advanced hydrotherapy to help with a particular health issue?

All hot tubs provide a great space to unwind with family and 
friends but in most ranges the more expensive models will tend 
to feature the most advanced technology, delivering the most 
refined hydromassage.

WHY IS A HOT TUB 
RIGHT FOR YOU? 

Consider whether your hot tub will be primarily used to 
entertain family and friends or if you would prefer to use it alone 
or as a couple. This will help you with regards to the overall size 
and seating layout of the hot tub that’s right for you.

If any regular users have any physical limitations, accessories 
such as steps and handrails are available.

WHO WILL  
BE USING IT? 

Hot tubs come in various shapes and sizes and can be installed 
in different ways to enhance overall appearance and minimise 
visual impact in smaller spaces. Think about where you would 
like to install your spa and focus on the dimensions you have to 
work with.

HOW MUCH SPACE 
DO YOU HAVE?

Most brands offer complete ranges from entry-level models 
through to advanced hot tubs showcasing the very latest 
technology.

Compare each model’s features, overall quality and 
performance to help you decide which one meets your needs 
and fits your price range. 

The answers to the previous questions will help guide you to 
the most suitable range. Many dealers offer financing to make 
your dream spa more affordable.

WHAT’S  
YOUR BUDGET? 
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HOT TUB  FEATURES

Most people naturally assume that more jets = better massage, 
however this is generally not the case. More important than 
the sheer quantity of jets is the positioning of them, so that 
different muscle groups are being targeted in the right way. 
Also, having the right number jets per pump will ensure that 
they deliver enough power.

Different types of jets in each seat should also provide a varied 
and targeted hydromassage experience with control and 
adjustability also an important consideration.

These days, most people tend to look online to research their 
purchases. Indeed, you may well have already visited our 
website www.myspashop.co.uk and found a huge range of hot 
tub models available, many of which look quite similar but with 
vastly different price tags! Many people who come to visit us 
in store have reached the point of confusion online and have 
the same questions they need answers to, so we wanted to 
share some important features to consider when choosing your 
perfect hot tub.

JETS

Refined hydromassage feels incredible, stimulating targeted 
pressure points like a reflexology treatment, a, or recreating the 
rhythmic movement of pressure in a soft tissue massage.

A BLEND OF AIR AND WATER

Introducing air into the flow of water provides a deeper 
penetration into the muscle or pressure point. The introduction 
or elimination of air through the controls allows for a high or 
low-pressure massage in each position within the tub.

PERFECT PLACEMENT

More jets do not necessarily deliver the best massage. 
Carefully positioned jets with the right balance of power, variety 
and control should target all areas of the body from neck and 
shoulders to upper and lower back, legs, feet and hands. Each 
seat will provide a different experience and enhance your 
relaxing soak.

CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Utilising air controls and massage selector dials, you have 
the freedom to control the flow from each of the jets. Enjoy 
tension relief, muscle recovery, and mindful relaxation without 
compromising a fellow bathers hot tub experience.

ERGONOMIC SEATING

To enjoy the full benefits of hydromassage, seating ergonomics 
are given careful consideration. Be sure to try out each seat, 
preferably in a wet test, to ensure maximum comfort and 
that your chosen spa delivers a targeted hydromassage 
performance to match.
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One of the first big decisions people come to when choosing a 
hot tub is which layout will suit them best? A hot tub is configured 
with either all seating or can include one or more loungers. 

Consider how many people you would like your spa to cater for? 
If you are buying the spa solely for the use of just two people, 
a multi-seater might seem a waste of space, however, extra 
seating does give you more flexibility for those times when family 
and friends visit and also offers more variation in your massage 
options.

Finding a lounger that is the perfect fit for you means you can 
stretch out in reclined comfort to ease away those aches and 
pains, although a hot tub can also be a great place to entertain. 
Whether you prefer a lounger spa or an all-seater, you will still 
be able to achieve the same level of massage performance, 
coverage and control. 

People are always surprised when sitting in dry or wet testing 
our display models just how different each spa can be. Seating 
comfort, layout and depth all vary so this is the best way to 
make sure you get it right for you.

L O U N G E R S  V S  A L L  S E A T E R S  E X P L A I N E D …

ALL SEATER SINGLE LOUNGER DUAL LOUNGER

• Open seating design utilises the full  
 diagonal space creating more room  
 between each seat and a larger   
 footwell area

• A jetted foot dome offers every   
 bather a reflexology massage aswell  
 as something to brace yourself   
 against, using feet to stay in position  
 rather than hands. This can also   
 help with buoyancy

• For those that like to entertain, an   
 open seater positions everybody   
 facing each other to maximise   
 socialbility 

• Where a couple are the same size   
 and height a lounger suitable for one  
 will most likely be comfortable for the  
 other.   

• However, where one partner is much  
 taller than the other it will be very   
 difficult to find a good fit for both of you. 

• Some dual lounger spas will   
 incorporate two loungers with   
 different jet configurations but are  
 the same size. Others will have one  
 lounger that is slightly longer than   
 the other, meaning no need to fight   
 over your favourite seat!

• A lounger spa offers a unique   
 reclined seating position which can   
 be very relaxing with an all over  
 body massage from head to toe

• The most popular layout, particularly  
 with first time buyers, a single   
 lounger spa, can still cater for a  
 family of four

• Despite a reduced footwell size,   
 single lounger spas often feature  
 powerful jets for an intense foot   
 massage which are nestled into the  
 side wall of the lounger

VS
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The better the filtration system in your spa, the easier it will be 
to recover and maintain the water quality. As a general rule, a 
minimum of 50sq ft of filter material is required in an average 
family sized family hot tub. At the premium end of the market, 
the filter size will likely increase and in some cases, microfibre 
materials are used to improve filtration performance, removing 
smaller particles from the water.

The better the purification system, the fewer chemicals will be 
required to maintain safe and pure water. Fewer chemicals will 
improve bather comfort and enhance the overall experience 
of hot tub use and ownership.

An Ozone purifier is fairly common and a UV-C purifier offers 
even better performance. Premium hot tubs often include both 
systems working together allowing you to spend more time 
enjoying your spa and less time maintaining it.

Ozonators and UV-C purifiers kill off bacteria way back in the 
pipework and reduce the amount of chemicals required day 
to day.

There are many different methods of insulating a hot tub and 
the values of each can be hard to understand. The more 
effective the insulation in your spa, the cheaper your running 
costs will be. Manufacturers often use different materials, these 
are the three most typical methods of insulation used: -

Full foam insulation means that other than the equipment bay, 
the rest of the cabinet area will be filled with foam, encasing 
all of the plumbing and filling the void. This method is more 
expensive to manufacture, usually reflected in the price of the 
spa, but will certainly deliver the cheapest running costs.

3/4 Foam or Foam over plumbing is where an amount of 
insulating foam is sprayed over the spas shell and also covers 
the pipework but will not reach the corners of the cabinet 
leaving a void or air gap. This type of insulation delivers good 
running costs but will not be quite as energy efficient as the 
more expensive full foam method.

Thermal Blanket insulation is very common particularly at the 
entry level market with hot tubs. This is typically a layer of high 
density bubble wrap, with copper or aluminium foil on each 
side to reflect heat generated by the spas equipment back 
through the shell and into the water. Hot tubs insulated in this 
way will often be significantly cheaper to buy but prepare for 
potentially higher electricity bills.

Ask your dealer about different options that maximise energy 
efficiency.

WATER MANAGEMENT INSULATION
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HOT TUB FEATURES  
YOU SHOULDN’T L IVE WITHOUT

ILLUMINATED DRINKS HOLDERS

If you’re making an investment in a good quality hot tub, don’t 
settle for the first model you see. Consider all of the different 
optional features between ranges and ask your sales advisor to 
demonstrate all of the latest technology available.

Multi-coloured LED lighting as well as illuminated waterfalls 
are pretty much standard on all hot tubs these days making 
it easy to create the perfect ambience for your relaxing soak. 
Built in waterproof stereos are quite often also available either 
as standard or as a cost option. It is important to consider the 
impact of music on your neighbours though if your spa is going 
to sit near your boundary. 

Ask your sales advisor if the hot tub you are looking at can 
run all of the jets at the same time to ensure every bather can 
benefit from a soothing massage at once.

Ask your sales advisor about wi-fi connectivity and mobile 
device app based controls. This latest advancement in 
technology allows users to adjust and control key settings from 
devices such as smart phones, tablets and even smart watches 
from your wrist!

MUSIC FOR THE MOMENT

BACKLIT WATERFALLS DRINKS COOLER

UNDERWATER ILLUMINATION

BACKLIT CONTROLS

COMFORT IN MIND

TOUCHSCREEN CONTROLS
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We believe that wet testing before you buy is really important 
in order to understand in practical terms whether the hot tub 
model that you like the look of on paper, is actually the right 
one for you. Choosing the one that feels best for your body 
type and massage preferences is essential and people are 
often surprised at how different each model can feel.

This physical experience is so subjective that no company or 
salesperson can magically tell which model will feel best to 
you. We are all different heights, shapes and sizes and the 
ergonomics of the seating is just as important as the massage 
jets and you will want to make sure you are getting the best 
of each for your needs. Also, people who like to entertain, 
often discover that the lounger they thought they could not do 
without, limits leg room and seating capacity.  Whereas an all 
seater configuration can be more sociable and a foot dome 
provides seating stability, aswell as a foot massage.

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY 
THE IMPORTANCE OF WET TESTING

THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR WHEN WET TESTING

 If the spa is likely to be used socially, is there enough  
 room for all of the household and potentially other friends  
 and family members?

 When considering a hot tub with one or two loungers, it’s  
 important for all regular users to make sure each lounger is  
 a comfortable fit.

 Is there enough power, variety and control of your   
 massage in each location?

 Is there enough variation in seating depth to suit all regular  
 users?

 Ask for the option to try up to three different models which  
 best suit your needs.

 When wet testing, start with the least expensive model.  
 You should be able to feel the difference in performance  
 as you move up the range.
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PLANNING THE IDEAL LOCATION

Now that you have purchased your hot tub, you need to decide 
where to install it. Do you want to install it outside or inside? 
There are many factors to take into consideration when making 
these location decisions. Answering the questions in this 
section can help you make the right choices.

WHERE SHOULD I  INSTALL THE SPA? 

When deciding where to place your spa, it should be:

• Placed to face a view you enjoy. Do you have a special  
 landscaped area in your garden that you find pleasant?

• Located in an area that gives you the best privacy options.  
 Think of the spa’s surroundings during all seasons when  
 making your choice. During cold, winter weather, bare trees  
 won’t provide much privacy.

• Situated in a sheltered location to protect yourself from the  
 wind and harsh weather while bathing in your spa. This  
 reduces the cost of spa operation and maintenance.

• Positioned away from any reflective surface or glass. The  
 heat deflected from such a surface may cause damage to the  
 synthetic cabinet panels.

• Positioned in an area that any mobile device can connect to  
 your home WiFi network. Test the location out by playing a  
 video online; if it plays clearly, the connection is strong.

• Considered how easy it will be to both use and maintain. It’s  
 often tempting to position the spa away from the house,  
 however, during the winter months, you may be more likely  
 to use it if it’s positioned closer to a warm changing area.

• Considered how you intend to use your spa. If you will mainly  
 be using it for family recreation, leave plenty of room for  
 activities and garden furniture. If your primary use is for  
 relaxation and therapy then create a quiet and relaxing  
 environment to enjoy.
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CHECK YOUR SPA’S DIMENSIONS

Check the physical access into your chosen space. The width 
required is normally around the depth of your spa plus an 
additional 8cm for packaging. 

Check the width of gates, doors, and paths to make sure 
your spa will pass through unobstructed. Access is normally 
achieved via a removed gate/gate post or fence panel if a 
neighbour has better access. 

Note: To prevent damage to the panels and acrylic, if possible, leave 

the packaging on until the spa is in place.

PLAN THE DELIVERY ROUTE

Plan your spa’s delivery route into your garden and check off 
each item using the tips in the diagram opposite.

• If the delivery route requires a 90° turn, check the   
 measurements at the turn to ensure the spa will fit.

• Are there protruding gas or water meters, or A/C units   
 obstructing the delivery path to your garden? You must make  
 sure that the spa has a clear unobstructed route and will  
 not strike any objects on the path.

PLANNING 
FOR ACCESS

Check overhanging
branches.

Check the number of stairs, 
there should be no more than 
6 in a row without a landing.

Check corner 
clearance. The 
spa cannot bend.

Be aware of other
structures that might 
be in the way, such 
as dog houses, wood 
stores, greenhouses 
or sheds.

Check all gates
and entries for
width clearance.

Check protruding meters, 
fixtures, and rain gutters.

Check overhang
clearances.

Check for obstacles in the delivery 
route BEFORE receiving your new spa

• Are there low roof eaves, overhanging   
 branches, or rain gutters that could be an   
 obstruction to overhead clearance?

• Are there more than 6 consecutive stairs   
 without a landing in your delivery route?   
 If so, you must consult your sales advisor   
 prior to delivery to make adequate    
 preparations.

USE A CRANE

The use of a crane for delivery and installation 
is sometimes necessary. It is used primarily to 
avoid damage to your spa, your property, or to 
delivery personnel. If your spa delivery requires 
the use of a crane, the cost is not usually 
included in standard delivery service.

POSITION SPA

Remember crucial components are housed at 
the front of the hot tub and pipework runs round 
the entire vessel, therefore you must allow 
sufficient space for engineers to gain access for 
servicing at 12 month intervals or in the event of 
a breakdown. If you’re planning on sinking or 
semi-recessing your tub into the ground then 
you must prepare a pit that allows for at least 
50 cm gap on all 4 sides. Removable decking, 
constructed in tables, may be used to disguise 
the pit.
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WHAT KIND OF FOUNDATION SHOULD WE BE 
USING? 

Because of the combined weight of the spa, water, and bathers, 
it is extremely important that the base upon which the spa rests 
can uniformly support this weight without shifting or settling for 
the entire time the spa is in place. The base should be smooth, 
flat, and level and contact the bottom of the vessel fully. We 
recommend either a 4 inch concrete base or concrete slabs/
patio. You may place your hot tub on decking, however you 
must ensure the decking has adequate supports and joists in 
place in order to support its filled weight. 

CAUTION: When you install the foundation, be sure that water drains 
away from it. Placing the spa in a depression without provisions for 
proper drainage could cause rain or any water overflow to flood the 
equipment and create a wet condition in which the spa would sit.

WARNING: Proper ventilation should be discussed with an Engineer or 
authority competent enough to understand the necessary provisions 
needed to vent moist or heated air and air associated with chemical 
odours indoors. When the spa is in use, considerable amounts of 
moisture will escape potentially causing mould and mildew. Ask in store 
for details.

ESSENTIAL 
GROUNDWORKS
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Most hot tubs require a 32amp electrical supply. Please check 
your order form to be sure of the exact supply required. This 
will be hard wired into your load box via an eternal isolator 
switch. Electrical installations must be carried out by a Part-P 
qualified electrician who must be present on the day of 
installation to make the final connection, test the supply and 
provide certification for the works carried out. Please note the 
spa comes without a mains cable, this is to be supplied and 
installed by the electrician.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

Electrical Supply External Isolator Switch Mains Cable to Tub
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PLANNING YOUR 
COVER SOLUTION

STANDARD COVERS

All hot tubs should come complete with an insulating cover, 
with the option to add one of a variety of different cover lifters 
which make it easy to both remove and replace during use.

Standard hot tub covers can be big and cumbersome so it is 
important to consider which of the available cover solutions will 
be right for you.

Cover lifters are recommended, however, be sure to allow 
enough room for the cover to fully open without fouling against 
boundary structures. Different lifters require different amounts 
of clearance.

AUTOMATIC COVERS

Made in Canada using state-of-the-art materials, our automatic 
cover systems are more than just hot tub covers. Designed to 
endure rigorous climates while saving you money, reducing 
water loss, heating bills and maintenance products. Opening 
in just 20 seconds, these cover solutions suit almost all makes 
and models, and will certainly add a little wow factor to your 
garden oasis. Unlike a permanent building or gazebo, these 
automatic covers don’t hinder the view of your garden when 
lowered onto the spa.

BENEFITS OF AUTOMATIC COVERS

Fully automated - Less effort and more comfort, opens at the 
turn of a key!

2 in 1 - These covers provide shelter when raised, so you 
can enjoy your spa in all seasons, then lowers to become the 
ultimate cover.

Safety - The Covers lock and can only be operated with the 
key, preventing unwanted access by children and intruders.

Energy Saving - The Covana has an engineered bespoke seal 
giving greater insulation values than most traditional covers. 

Durability - The shelf life of a traditional hot tub cover is 
approximately 3 years, Covana will last as long as your spa, 
built to withstand the harshest of winters.

Standard Cover with Cover Lifter
Front and Side Views Only
Requires 20 inch clearance to the rear

Covana Automatic Cover - Evolution
Full Panoramic Views with Optional Privacy Blinds

Covana Automatic Cover - Oasis
Full Panoramic Views with Optional Privacy Blinds

Covana Automatic Cover - Horizon
Front and Side Views Only

Standard Cover with Cover Lifter
Front and Side Views Only
Requires 8 inch clearance to the rear
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HOT TUB FUN  
FOR ALL THE FAMILY

Owning a hot tub can bring fun, relaxation and therapeutic relief 
to all the family. Friends and other family members will also be 
keen to join you for a revitalising soak! There is no better place 
to set the world to rights.

COUPLES, FRIENDS AND FAMILIES

For re-connection and bonding with loved ones, a hot tub 
provides the perfect environment to unwind and share the 
day’s challenges and reflect on each others achievements. 

WORKING PROFESSIONALS

For those with challenging and hectic working lives, a 30 
minute soak can help the mind recover, de-stress and sink into 
a deeper and more relaxing sleep. The following day is always 
more productive.

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE ENTHUSIASTS

If you enjoy a lifestyle packed with sports and fitness activities, 
the hydrotherapeutic benefits of bathing in a hot tub aids 
recovery and improves overall performance and mindset. Used 
by professional athletes and every day fitness lovers, hot tubs 
can provide relief from injuries, aches and pains, and reduce 
overall recovery time.
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HOT TUB DEALER VISIT CHECKLIST

LET’S GET YOU CLOSER TO FINDING 
THE PERFECT HOT TUB FOR YOU…

BEFORE YOU VISIT

 Take photos of your garden to show your sales advisor  
 the access route into your property and where you plan to  
 site your new hot tub. Take a walkthrough video on your  
 mobile device if possible.

 If space is tight, gather measurements of the areas you  
 are considering. Use those to figure out and sketch   
 potential garden design ideas.

 Consider booking a private wet test. Plan to bring a  
 swimsuit if so.

THINGS TO CONSIDER

Help your sales advisor by preparing answers to these 
frequently asked questions:

 Who will be using the hot tub?

 • How many people will be using the hot tub regularly?
 • Are they very tall or short? Old or young? 
 • Would any users have any specific requirements?

 What will be the main uses of the hot tub?

 - Relaxation
 - Relief of joint pain
 - Muscle pain relief
 - Recovery
 - Training 

- Entertainment
- Family togetherness time
- Mental well-being
- Overall stress reduction
- Improve sleep

GET THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR 
STORE VISIT

JUST PRINT 
AND GO

NOT ABLE TO  
VISIT OUR STORE?  
BOOK AN ONLINE 
APPOINTMENT 
TODAY

THINGS TO CHECK IN-STORE

Take full advantage of your visit to make sure you’ll love your 
new hot tub:

 Jets. At a minimum, test these with your hand, ideally  
 during a wet test. How varied, controllable and adjustable  
 are they?

 Seats. Get in the hot tub. Since they vary in size and depth  
 considerably, make sure the seats are right for you

 Sound. How loud is it when the hot tub is running? 

 Maintenance. Are the filters easily accessible? Is it easy  
 to use the control panel? Is there easy access for routine  
 maintenance? Ask for a demo of all typical functions

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

 Accessories. From coordinating steps to make it easier  
 to get in and out of your hot tub to umbrellas that add  
 protection from the elements and a touch of style, there  
 are many functional yet aesthetic accessories to customise  
 your hot tub experience.

 Upgrades. Advanced water management systems and  
 premium cabinetry materials are just a couple of options  
 that can provide a more luxurious experience. Ask about  
 Remote monitoring and control. 

QUESTIONS TO DISCUSS WITH YOUR SALES 
ADVISOR

 Water care: What is the difference between UV and Ozone?

 Ease of ownership: What technology and apps make hot  
 tub ownership easier?

 Reputation: Which review platforms do you use?

 Installation: Do you have a detailed guide for hot tub  
 installation requirements?

 Warranty: What is the warranty on the tub and its 
 components? Who is responsible for warranty repairs?

WRAPPING UP YOUR VISIT

 Inspiration. Ask to view photos of prior installations -  
 they’re a great source of ideas.

 Discuss finance, deposit requirements and payment options

 Check availability. What is the lead time from order to  
 installation? Who should you contact for support?

 Aftercare. Who do I contact for ongoing aftercare support?  

Book a 
showroom 
appointment 
today!

 
Need further inspiration? 

REQUEST A 
LOOK BOOK
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MySpa Leicester  
Loughborough Road  
Wanlip, Leicestershire LE7 4PN

01164 645 870

MySpa Cheshire 
Unit 2 & 3 Old Mill Lane  
Macclesfield, Cheshire SK11 7PA

01625 919 150

MySpa Rutland  
Rutland Garden Village, Ashwell Road,  
Langham, Oakham LE15 7QN

01572 494 630


